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A THEOREM ON THE RESTRICTION OF TYPE I

REPRESENTATIONS  OF  A  GROUP  TO  CERTAIN

OF ITS SUBGROUPS1

ROBERT  R.   KALLMAN

Abstract. Theorem. Let G be a separable locally compact

group and H a closed subgroup such that GjH is finite. Let w be a

Type I representation of G. Then tt\H is Type 1.

The purpose of this note is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let G be a separable locally compact group and H a closed

subgroup such that G/H is finite. Let -n be a Tvpe I representation of G.

Then tt/H is Type I.

The proof of this theorem is surprisingly intricate. Note that since G

is separable, we may assume that -n acts on a separable Hilbert space.

If R is a von Neumann algebra, let P(R) be the lattice of all projec-

tions in R.

Lemma 2. Let R be an Abelian von Neumann algebra, F a finite group

and a—»-99(a) a homomorphism of F into the group of *-automorphisms of R.

Then there exists a sequence of nonzero, mutually orthogonal projections

[Pn] in P(R) such that: (I) 2n=xPn=I; (2) if a e F, QeP(R), Q^P„

(for some n), then either <p(a)(Q) = Q or <p(a)(Q) is orthogonal to Prl.

Proof. Let a e F. Recall (Kallman [2]) that there exists a projection

P(a, 1) in P(R) such that if QeP(R), Q^P(a, 1), then <f(a)(Q) = Q, and

if Q^I-P(a, I), then there exists Q'eP(R), O^Q'^Q, such that

9?(a)(ö')_LÖ- Hence, an easy application of Zorn's lemma shows that

there exists a sequence of nonzero projections [P(a, n)\n^.2] such that

tp(a)(P(a, n))_]_P(a, n) and y„>2P(a, n) = I—P(a, I). Now consider the

nonzero elements of [\nfaeFP(a, ia)\ia^.l]. These are a countable set of

projections in P(R), whose sum is /, and a little thought shows that they

satisfy (2).    Q.E.D.
-
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Lemma 3. Let R be a von Neumann algebra with no finite Type I

summands, F a finite group, a-*(p(a) a representation of F into the group

of *-automorphisms of R which leave Cent R pointwise fixed. Then there

exists a noncentral operator T in R which is fixed by every <p(a) (a e F).

Proof. Since R has no finite Type I summands, there exists a sequence

[Pn\n^l]<=:P(R) such that Pm±Pn (m^ri) and C(Pn) = C(Pn) = C(m,n^ 1),

where C(Pm) is the central support of F,„. Consider Qm— %meF 9Ío)iPm)-

If some Qm is noncentral, then we are done, for each Qm is clearly in-

variant under F. Hence, suppose Qm central for all m^.1. Notice that if

C eP(Cent R), C'^C, then the support of Qm • C is C. In particular,

the support of Qm=C. Also, \\Qm ■ C'\\^\\Pm ■ C'\\ = l since Pm ■ C is a

nonzero projection in R. Hence, ß,„=iC. But ß,„-»-0 in the strong operator

topology. This is nonsense since C is fixed and nonzero. Hence, some Qm

is noncentral.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 4. For every integer »s£2, there exists annxn selfadjoint matrix

with real entries which has zero diagonal, which has 1 as an eigenvalue with

multiplicity 1, and has — lj(n— 1) as an eigenvalue with multiplicity n— 1.

Proof. We merely write down such a matrix for every n^.2. Let

Tn = (tij), where tu = 0 (l<i^n) and /\.= l/(«-l) (/j*/). Compute that

(1, 1, • • • , 1) is an eigenvector with eigenvalue 1, and that (—1,1,

0, • • -,0), (0, -1, 1, 0, • • • ,0), • • • , (0, ■ • • , -1, 1) are eigenvectors

with eigenvalue — l¡(n— 1).

Since these n vectors are linearly independent, the lemma is proved.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 5. Let R be a factor and A<=R an Abelian von Neumann sub-

algebra which has no minimal projections. Then for every integer m^. 1, there

exists a Type Im subfactor SciR such that An S is maximal Abelian in S.

Proof. First of all, note that for every m^.1, there exist m nonzero

mutually orthogonal equivalent projections in A with sum /. This is clear

if R is a Type III^ factor, for choose any m nonzero mutually orthogonal

projections with sum /. Any two sucrfprojections are equivalent (remember

our Hubert space is separable) in a Type III^ factor.

Next, suppose R is a 1^ or a 11^ factor. First, suppose that there exist

Qx, Q[eP(A), QX1_Q'X, Qx and ßi infinite. lfQ2=I-Qx, then Q2eP(A),
Q2A-Q1, and ß2 is infinite. Hence, ß2 is equivalent to Qx. If no such pair

ßi> ßi exists, then /= 2™èi A«, where the Pm are finite, mutually orthog-

onal projections in P(A). Then an elementary exercise using the semifinite

trace on R shows that there exist subsets Zx, Z2<^Z+ such that Z+=ZX UZ2,

ZxC\Z2=0, Ql=2m*z1Pm is infinite, and   Q2=2mez2Pm  is infinite.
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Hence, in either case, there exist Qx, Q2 eP(A), Qx and Q2 infinite, Qx is

equivalent to Q2, and Ôi+Ô2=L Consider Q2RQ2 and Q2AQ2. Q2RQ2 is a

1^, or 11^ factor and Q2AQ2 is an Abelian von Neumann subalgebra with

no minimal projections. Hence, as above, there exist two infinite orthogonal

equivalent projections Q2 and Q3 in Q2AQ2 such that Q2 = Q'2 + Q^. But

then Qx, Q2, Q3 are three infinite orthogonal equivalent projections in R

with sum /. Continuing this argument, one sees that for every m^.1, there

exist m nonzero mutually orthogonal equivalent projections in A with

sum /.

If R is a II, factor, it suffices to show that there exists a projection

Q e P(A) such that trace(ß)=l/w. There exists a nonzero projection

P eP(A) such that trace(P)<l/m since A has no minimal projections. By

Zorn's lemma choose a maximal chain [Qa] of elements of P(A), ordered by

inclusion, such that trace(Qx)^\/m. Then f2 = suPa Qa eP(A). We claim

that trace(0=l/m. If not, then trace(g)<l/m. Then there exists a non-

zero Q'eP(A) such that trace(ö')<l/™-irace(Ö) and Q'^I-Q. Q'

exists since A has no minimal projections. But then [ßjutö + ß'] is a

properly larger chain than [Qa], and trace(Q + Q')^l/m. This is a con-

tradiction. Hence, trace(0=l/w.

R cannot be a finite Type I factor, for any Abelian von Neumann

subalgebra of R is generated by its minimal projections.

Therefore, let Qx, ■ ■ ■ , Qm be m nonzero orthogonal equivalent pro-

jections in A with sum /. Let WXX = QX and let WX} (2^j^m) be a partial

isometry whose initial projection is g, and whose final projection is Qx.

Set WjX=WXj and W.ij=WiX- WXj. Then Wu is a partial isometry with

initial projection Q, and final projection, Q¿, W,u- Wkl=ôjk- Wn, and

Wjj — Qj. One checks easily that the linear span of the W{j (\<i,jl£m) is a

selfadjoint algebra S which is a Type Im factor.

Finally, Sr\ A => the linear span of Qx, ■ • • , Qm. But this linear span is a

maximal Abelian selfadjoint subalgebra of 5. Hence, Sr\A actually equals

this linear span.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 6. Let R be a factor, F a finite group, and a—»-99(a) a homo-

morphism of F into the group of *-automorphisms of R. Let A be the von

Neumann subalgebra of R consisting of those elements of R which are left

fixed by every 99(a) (a e F). Suppose A is Abelian. Then A is generated by its

minimal projections.

Proof. It suffices to show that A has at least one nonzero minimal

projection. Suppose not. Let/be the number of elements in F. Choose a

large integer m such that m—l>f By Lemma 5, there exists an mxm

matrix subalgebra 5 of R such that we may identify Ar\ S with the algebra

of all  diagonal  matrices in   S.   Choose  0<.Xx<X2<- ■ -<Xm  and   let
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A e SnA be the matrix with Xx, ■ ■ ■ , Xn as diagonal elements. Let F be the

mxm matrix described in Lemma 4. In a natural manner, T e S. Define a

third skew-adjoint matrix M=(mis) in S by mu=0 (l^i^m) and mij =

UiK^i — ̂,) ('»*/)• One computes that A ■ M—M ■ A = T. For any a e F,

note that A ■ <p(a)(M)—(p(a)(M) ■ A = <p(a)(T).

Since A is the fixed point set of the 95(a) (ae F), we have that

A-y(p(a)(M) = y(p(a)(M)-A,    or    V <r(a)T = 0.
aeF £f uTf

But this is not true. Let T=T+—T~ be the decomposition of F into its

positive and negative parts. ||F+|| =1 and ||F~|| =l/(w—1) by Lemma 4.

Hence, \\IaeF cp(a)(T+)\\^\\T+\\^l. But ||X^ <p(a)(T-)¡\£f- H'FiKl.
Hence, ^aeF y{a)(T) is nonzero. Hence, A must have at least one nonzero

minimal projection.    Q.E.D.

Let Z be an Abelian von Neumann algebra on the Hubert space K.

Recall that there exists a standard Borel space E, a Borel measure pon"E,

and a measurable field of separable Hubert spaces f—>-Ä| on H such that

K= J§ Kç dp(Ç) and Z=L (E, dp). Let A be a separable C*-algebra and

a—>-7r(a) a ^representation of A on K. We say that 77 is nondegenerate if the

identity operator / is in the strong closure of tr(A).

Lemma 7. Let tt(A) commute with Z. Then for every f e 3, there exists a

*-representation -nA\-) of A on K^ such that £->7rç(fl) is measurable for every

ae A and tr(a)= §~TTi;(a) dp(£). There exists a p-null Borel set N<^E such

that for f e E — N, tt^(-) is nondegenerate.

Proof. The existence of the -n-ç(-) follows easily from Dixmier [1,

Théorème 1, p. 167], since rr(A) has a countable dense subalgebra over the

complex rationals. That tr^(-) is nondegenerate for /¿-almost all f follows

easily from Dixmier [1, Proposition 4, p. 162], since 77(^4) is nondegenerate.

Q.E.D.
Henceforth, we can (and do) assume that N=0.

Proposition 8. Suppose that n(-) is Type I. Then there exists a p-null

Borel set N<= E such that for f e E — N, tt^(-) is Type I.

Proof. Let R be the von Neumann algebra generated by Z and tr(A).

Z and R(7t) are both Type I and commute. Hence, R is Type I since any

finite collection of commuting Type I von Neumann algebras generate a

Type I von Neumann algebra. There exists a measurable field f—>-R(f) of

von Neumann algebras on K% such that R = J§ R(Ç) dp(£). Let

Zt = [ ZM) dp(Ç),       Z2 = ( Z2(£) dp(i), ■ ■ ■
Je Je
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be a countable subset of Z which is strongly dense in Z. We may assume

thatZn(i) is a scalar for all «^ 1 and J e E. Since theZ„ (n^l) and tt(A)

generate R, there exists a ,a-null Borel set ZV^sS such that for f e E—Nx,

/?(!) is generated by Z„(f) (n^ 1) and ir^(A) (see Dixmier [1, Théorème 1,

p. 178]). Since R is Type I, there exists a jM-null Borel set N2 such that for

f e 3-zV2, R(Ç) is Type I (Dixmier [1, Proposition 7, p. 190]). Let

N=NxvN2. Then for f eE —TV, R(£) is Type I. Also v(íá) generates

R(i) since each Zn(Ç) is a scalar and ir^A) is nondegenerate. Hence, for

f eS-jV, 77ê(-) is Type I.    Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let e=gx, ■ ■ ■ ,gn be coset representatives for

G/H. H' = (]Xä,ingi ■ H■ gil is normal in G. G/H' is finite by Poincaré's

lemma. If we can show that tt\H' is Type I, then n\His Type I by the main

theorem of Kallman [3]. Hence, we may assume that H is normal in G.

Consider R(rr). Since 7r is Type I, we may assume that R(n)' is Abelian.

Let us apply Lemma 2 to Cent R(tt\H) and the finite group of *-auto-

morphisms induced by G/H. Take some Pn. P„ ■ R(tt) • Pn is Type I and is

generated by Pn ■ n(g) ■ Pn(g e G). Now either Pn ■ 77(g) ■ P„=0 or Trig)

commutes with every projection QeP„- Cent R(n\H). Let G' =

[g e G\Pn ■ -n(g) ■ Pn9i0]. He. G', g—>Pn ' tr(g) is a unitary representation

of G', and the Pn ■ rr(g) (g e G') generate Pn • R(-rr) ■ Pn. Now R(it\H) is

Type I if and only if Pn ■ R(tt\H) is Type I for every «>1.

Hence, we may suppose that //is normal in G, thatÄ(7r)' is Abelian, and

that Cent R(tt\H) c Cent R(tt).

There exists a standard Borel space 5, a positive Borel measure pon"E,a

measurable field of separable Hilbert spaces f—>-/ï|, and a measurable field

of strongly continuous unitary representations £—mtç of G on K$ such that

K=i%Kkdp(^), ?r(g)=SI:TTç(g)dp(Ç), and Cent R(7t\H)=Lœ(E,dp).
Since Cent R(tt\H) <= Cent Äf/rr), Proposition 8 implies that we may assume

each 77^ is Type I. tt\H will be Type I if we can show that each tt^\H is

Type I since Cent Ä(7r|//) = L°°(S, dp). Hence, we may suppose tt\H is a

factor.

G/H has a natural homomorphism into the group of *-automorphisms

of R(tt\H)' whose fixed point set is R(tr)' = Cent R(n). By Lemma 6,

Cent R(tt) is generated by its minimal projections.

Choose minimal orthogonal projections Qx, Q2, ■ ■ ■ e P(Cent R(tr))

such that 2mSi Qm=I- R(tt\H) is Type I if and only if Qm ■ R(tr\H) is

Type I for m^.1. Qm ■ R(v) is a Type I factor since Qm is a minimal

projection in Cent R(tr). Qm ■ R(tt | H) is also a factor. Hence, suppose that

both R(n) and R(tt\H) are factors and R(tt)' is the scalars.

Since H is normal in G, G/H has a natural homomorphism into the

group of *-automorphisms of R(-n\H)'. Since R(-n)' is the scalars, the fixed

point set of G/H acting on R(tt\H)' is the scalars. Hence, Lemma 3 implies
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that R(n\H)' is a finite Type I factor. Hence, R(tt\H) is a Type I factor.

Q.E.D.
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